
Please contact us if you have any question on 0044 207 023 9281 or send an email to dna@dnasolutions.co.uk 

 

 

 

 
 

AVIAN DNA SEXING ORDER FORM 

 
Name:  Surname:  
 
Name on cards (if different to above):  
 
Street address:  
 
Town:  County:  
 
Mob./Ph.:  Country: 
 
Email:  
  

When sending this order form, you are accepting the terms and conditions of the service stated on page 3. 

All results are sent within 10-15 business days from receipt of samples at the office. Please note that cases 
with poor DNA quality may need extra time. All results are communicated by email first. Please choose how 
you would like your certificate cards to be sent to you. Please select ONE option only: 
 

 Email (please note all results for overseas customers will only be emailed) 
 Normal post (please note there is a €3 fee to receive result and cards by post) 

Feathers, blood or eggshell samples: 
 1-3 birds …………………………… €13 each 
 4+ birds …………………….……….  €12 each 
 Receiving result by post …….  €3 Total: €_____________________________ 
 
 

Please choose a payment method below. Note that samples are only processed after payment is confirmed. 

Sorry, we do not accept cheques or money orders. 

 Bank deposit/transfer 
    Bank: Natwest      Account: DNA Solutions Pty. Ltd.     All bank fees at your cost 

Account Number: 50350242      Sort Code: 60-02-20 
 

For international transfers: IBAN GB13NWBK60022050350242      SWIFT: NWBKGB2L 

 Credit card (Visa or MasterCard only) 

    Number:  

    Name on card: Exp.: 

    Signed: ___________________________________  CVV:  

  

                            

                        

                                

                              

                            

                                   

                   

                   

   

Customer Information (each submission form for one customer only) 

Result 

Price 

Payment Options (Our preferred payment method is by Bank Deposit) 



Please contact us if you have any question on 0044 207 023 9281 or send an email to dna@dnasolutions.co.uk 

 

How to take samples 

Samples Information 

 

Feathers: 1. Prepare one paper envelope for each bird to be tested. Do not use plastic bags. Envelopes are porous and allow the 
sample to “breathe” and dry out, hence reducing the chance of the sample going mouldy during postage. 

 2. Label each envelope with the birds’ identification (ring, name, cage no., etc.). Copy that onto the table below. 
 3. Pluck (do not cut) 4 growing feathers from the area surrounding the cloaca (they will provide more DNA than other 

feathers). If the feather has blood on it, allow it to dry for 10-20 minutes before putting it into the envelope. If you cannot 
collect growing feathers, a normal feather must be at least 4 cm (1.5 in.) long to be valid for testing. 

 4. Place in the labelled envelope and send with these forms to the address below. 
 

Blood: ATTENTION: A blood sample is mandatory for any species of the genera CARDUELIS and SERINUS. 
 1. Please contact us for more details if this is your first time collecting blood samples. This is the best option for young 

birds without feathers. 
 2. Cut a piece of normal paper of approximately 4 x 6 cm (1.5 x 2.5 in.) and label one end of the ‘card’ with the bird’s 

identification; then copy onto the table below. 
 3. Restrain the bird with a firm but gentle hold. Prick the metatarsal vein (leg) or the brachial vein (under the wing) with 

a needle/pin and allow a drop of blood to form before touching it to the labelled blood card. Only one drop is required. 
 4. Disinfect or replace the pin between birds. Ensure the bleeding has stopped before returning the bird to its cage. 
 5. Allow the blood to air-dry for at least 30 minutes and place the card into an unsealed plastic bag or a small paper 

envelope (preferred). 
 6. Send the samples with these forms to the address below. 

IF YOU WISH TO SEND SOME OTHER TYPE OF SAMPLES (i.e. eggshells), PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE COLLECTING THE SAMPLE. 

 
 
 

  Type of bird (provide Latin name if known) Identification or name Office use only 

1       

2       

3       

4       

5       

6       

7       
8       

9       

10       
* Make extra copies of this form if you are sending more than 10 samples. For more than 20 samples, 
contact us for a larger sample table. 

 

Mail samples to:                   

 
 

 

Mail ---------------------------------------------- Fold here to use a window DL envelope-------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 

                 DNA SOLUTIONS

Kemp House,
152 - 160 City Road,
London EC1V 2NX UK

 

 



Please contact us if you have any question on 0044 207 023 9281 or send an email to dna@dnasolutions.co.uk 

 

The bird sexing service is subject to the following Terms and Conditions. 
You do not have to send this form, which is included for your information only. 

 
1. The requested service is avian DNA sexing. This analysis has an accuracy of 99.9%. 

2. DNA Solutions will only use the data of the natural or legal person applying ("the Customer") to perform the service, or 
to provide information on any other service related to it that DNA Solutions believes may be of their interest. 

3. The price of the service is expressed in the submission form, and can also be found on our website or be requested by 
email, and does not include charges for shipping the samples back to us, which will be borne by the Customer. 

4. DNA Solutions offers discounted prices when the Customer sends a minimum of samples in the same order. Such 
discounts are expressed in the order form or may be agreed by both parties in writing. 

5. The payment methods accepted by DNA Solutions are expressed in the order form. The Customer understands and 
agrees that DNA Solutions cannot accept payments by any methods other than those specified on the form. 

6. The Customer understands and agrees to bear any additional charges resulting from the chosen payment method. 

7. The Customer understands and agrees that DNA Solutions will not start the analysis until the service has been paid in 
full. 

8. It is the Customer's responsibility to correctly fill the submission form and send it with the samples. The analysis will not 
begin until DNA Solutions has received the form correctly completed and/or the information that may not have been included 
in it. 

9. DNA Solutions requests that the Customer provides in the form the scientific name (in Latin) of the species. If the 
Customer does not provide this information in the required manner, DNA Solutions will assign the species according to the 
information indicated on the form. If the information provided creates ambiguity in regards to the species according to the 
criteria of DNA Solutions, the Customer will be required to provide confirmation of the scientific name before starting the 
analysis. DNA Solutions will not be responsible for an incorrect designation of the bird (or birds) species. 

10. The approximate time of analysis is expressed in the submission form, and starts running from the moment DNA 
Solutions receives the samples, documentation and payment for the service. If additional information is required to perform 
the service, the analysis time will not run until the Customer has provided such information. 

11. In relation to the previous point, the Customer understands and agrees that the analysis time is approximately 
expressed. The Customer understands and agrees that the analysis time can be extended if the provided sample needs 
further analysis. 

12. DNA Solutions can provide the results to the Customer by the methods specified on the form. The Customer accepts 
the conditions for each of these methods, as well as any additional payment that may be required and will be given on the 
form. 

13. DNA Solutions will send to the Customer a certificate card per sample, unless the parties agree not to send such cards. 

14. It is the Customer's responsibility to verify that the identification provided for each bird is clear, accurate and does not 
contain errors. In the event that DNA Solutions writes an incorrect identification due to a typo committed by the Customer 
on his/her form, DNA Solutions will correct the card (or cards) and send them again by email to the Customer. If the 
Customer requests the card(s) to be resent by post, DNA Solutions may require the Customer to pay an additional cost for 
this second mailing. 

15. With reference to the above, DNA Solutions will only make corrections to the identification of the bird (or birds), but will 
not change under no circumstances the identification provided by the Customer for a different one. 

16. DNA Solutions provides detailed instructions for collecting the samples for the bird sexing analysis. It is the Customer's 
responsibility to follow these instructions and send each of the samples according to the specifications of DNA Solutions. 
DNA Solutions will not be liable for the Customer's abilities to follow the instructions or any damage that may occur to the 
animal by direct or indirect cause of this sampling. 

17. If a sample collected according to the specifications of DNA Solutions does not provide enough DNA to establish a 
result, DNA Solutions will analyse a second sample of such bird without any additional charge. If the second sample 
submitted also fails to provide enough DNA, the Customer will be required to submit a blood sample of the bird (according 
to the specifications stated in the form), which will also be analysed free of charge, or pay 50% of the price of the service if 
the Customer wants to send  another type of sample. 

18. If the Customer has not sent the samples according to the requirements of DNA Solutions and those fail to provide 
enough DNA, the Customer may have to re-pay the full amount of the service to proceed with a new analysis with new 
samples. 

19. The Customer understands and agrees that he/she cannot request a termination of service and/or refund of the amount 
paid once the analysis has begun, not even in the event that the sample(s) may not provide enough DNA and a result 
cannot be established. 

20. If the Customer wishes to cancel the service before the analysis has started, DNA Solutions will proceed a refund of the 
amount paid, except for an amount of 5€/£5 for cancellation fees. The Customer shall request the cancellation of the service 
in writing (either by email or by post) and attach the cancellation form that DNA Solutions will provide. 

21. If the Customer declares that the result provided by DNA Solutions is wrong, the Customer may send blood samples of 
the bird (or birds) for further analysis. Customer shall pay the amount of this analysis, which will be refunded in full if the 
result obtained is not the same as the first analysis. 


